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Is the Postmodern landscape beginning to resemble the turf of the Reformers?

21st century people desperately need the reality check Sola Scriptura brings. This century is turning out to be a mix of 
incompetence and brilliance, high technology and primitivism, fastidiousness and brutality all coexisting side by side 
(Fernandez, Richard. Feb 2017. The return of magic. pjmedia.com). Many ‘givens’ in the previous century seem now to 
be reversed: irrationality for reason, narrative for fact, anarchy for authority, anything goes and or chaos for boundaries 
and guidelines, dystopia and hopelessness for idealism. 

Has reality been reversed? Is our culture going backwards? This brief paper attempts to explore why, for the 
Reformers, the Solas were so crucial for their lives.  The question is, in this 500th anniversary year, does Sola 
Scriptura, uniquely address also our twenty-first century situation (hint: sola = ‘only’ / ‘alone’)?

1. Sola Scriptura adequately portrays reality

2.   Sola Scriptura is an adequate basis for authority 

3.   Sola Scriptura frees the conscience

4.   Sola Scriptura portrays and provides a starting point for the rule of law

5.   Sola Scriptura is the adequate starting point for our constitutional republic 

6.   Sola Scriptura addresses and provides a way out of infantilization and sexualization

1.   Sola Scriptura adequately portrays reality. Through their reading of Scriptures, the Reformers came to 
understand that past dualisms of spiritual and material were inadequate to explain reality as it really is. Real reality is 
not reducible to Ideas to be actualized / realized in the material realm, and the material is not contingent on archetypes 
or of lesser importance. Nor is reality divided into a ‘spiritual’ realm inhabited by God, angels, souls, and men with 
spiritual vocations, and a ‘material’ one inhabited by rocks, plants and animals, and men with regular jobs. 

People today tend to base their lives on similarly distorted views of reality. Most operate on the assumption that what 
we think in our minds is reality. Anything else / the ‘world outside’ / the material realm cannot be counted on. The 
Progressive agenda is to actualize / bring these ideas to realization.

There also remain a few die-hard Naturalists who believe that the material, natural world is all there is. For them there 
is no God or even the possibility of deity. The mind, opinions, imagination, spirituality are all hypotheticals or illusions. 

Contrary to these two dominant viewpoints, Sola Scriptura portrays things as they really are. That is because the Bible 
speaks of two realities instead of one: (1) the one/only, unique and distinct God (not the idea of god), and (2) the whole 
universe that he created, which in addition to matter, energy and physical laws, includes the past and future, 
imagination and opinion, angels, and so on. We need to be vigilant not to fall into the trap of separating the scriptural 
understanding of reality into the two realms of material and spiritual. Sermons, for example, do people a disservice if 
only about their so-called “spiritual life,” and not couched in current life and the real world. 

2.   Sola Scriptura is an adequate basis for authority.  For most people today, there is no objective reality, the Self 
has ultimate power to shape reality, even the environment, and there is no inherent evil. Conversely, Sola Scriptura 
teaches that only God is good, that all things come into existence and operate by God, and that knowledge begins with 
God. Once Luther and other Reformers began maturing in their newly rediscovered sola fide, sola gratia, they began to 
grasp that the only authority they had for what they believed was God's Word. We remember Luther’s famous cry. 
“Here I stand,” but how many of us remember the whole statement: “Unless I am convinced by the testimony of the 
Scriptures or by clear reason (for I do not trust either in the pope or in councils alone, since it is well known that they 
have often erred and contradicted themselves), I am bound by the Scriptures I have quoted and my conscience is 
captive to the Word of God. I cannot and will not recant anything, since it is neither safe nor right to go against 
conscience. May God help me. Amen.”
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3.   Sola Scriptura frees the conscience. Initially, in the historical Roman Catholic context that encompassed the 
whole Western world for centuries, one did not have authority/personal responsibility over any area of life except what 
was granted from above. For example, one of the bigger controversies in the Middle Ages was whether a penitent had 
the right to examine his/her own conscience before going to confession! That was because the local priest or bishop 
was one’s authority for everything, even it seems for one’s thoughts. It is still much the same today in predominately 
Catholic countries, and surprisingly similar in predominantly Muslim lands. For example, “If you allow a religious 
authority to tell you that Scripture is mystical, hard to understand, with elusive meanings, then you need a special class 
of people to inform you of what Scripture says, and you are in bondage to those people.  We had a [R]eformation to 
free us from that kind of bondage” (Randy Guliuzza. by Olasky, Marvin. Feb 2017. 500 yr anniversary of Martin 
Luther’s revolt. worldmagazine.com). There are even claims that the Church foments controversy from time to time in 
order to train people to turn to their priests for answers. Another example is that everyone we knew in Italy claimed 
they owed their position in life to the Church.

Luther, instead, discovered that God was the only audience that ultimately counted. A person who is loved and whose 
conscience is made free by God is therefore free indeed, no matter what human chains or limitations he/she might 
experience. Conversely, no amount of human declarations of or power grabs for freedom or autonomy can render one 
free if a person is not loved and their conscience freed by God. Luther subsequently lived and acted as a free man.

The logical consequence for people today who believe that the natural, material world is all there is and that there is no 
God, is that authority stems from Self or my group: I / we decide based on whatever works. The logical consequence 
for the vast majority, on the other hand, is that I am god, I have ultimate authority. No wonder people in both groups go 
to such lengths to build up themselves! Only through Scripture do we come to learn that God is distinct. And only by 
Scripture can people today be truly free. But it comes with a price: acknowledging God!

4.   Sola Scriptura is the starting point for the rule of law.  It is an interesting phenomenon that the Sixties rebels 
who railed against authority are the ones still leading the charge against all boundaries, walls and every kind of 
authority. Yet, they are the very ones who created the helicopter-parent generation, who made their kids totally 
dependent on them for everything. There are so many illustrations of this one can call to mind: parents accompanying 
kids to college and even to job interviews, the need for ‘safe spaces’ lest their ‘babies’ encounter something 
uncomfortable, the increasing millions who believe it is their right to have free college, birth control, sex-change 
operations, even free internet, news, interest-free loans, and on and on. Despite being a generation or more removed 
from any church affiliation, they exhibit legalism worked out as licentiousness in our society.

The more obvious legalists are the ‘law-and-order’ people who cling to originalist doctrines and strict-constitutionalism. 
Everything must be by the book, the letter of the law, zero tolerance, and so on. Many ‘true’ conservatives are in this 
camp, wistful for the past when things seemed to work, when the good guys wore white hats. They resist what they 
see as lawlessness and the deterioration of society and institutions, but with no more ultimate reason than the former. 

In place of the typical Western legal framework, based as it is on Roman legal code and Greek philosophy, and about 
which people tend either to be legalists or licentious, sola Scriptura presents ‘law’ as God’s Covenant, the only basis 
for relationship with Him, and the best basis for human relationships as well. Covenantal stipulations are completely 
different from Roman legal code. Legal code is external, universally applied ‘law’, obedience to which is obliged. It’s 
weakness is dependence on human willingness to obey. Stipulations, on the other hand, are personalized and 
intended to be internalized, that is, become part of one’s beliefs. A Mediator, bridging the distinction between God and 
his creatures, is absolutely necessary in order for these to be written on the heart (internalized). Not even one example 
is provided in Scripture that this is otherwise humanly possible. Covenantal stipulations internalized-by-the Holy Spirit 
are an example of what is meant by scriptural starting points. 

5.   Sola Scriptura is the starting point for our constitutional republic.  As internalized stipulations are what 
Scripture intends by ‘law’, so too that sort of covenantal starting point is the basis for our constitutional republic. 
Quotes from Founding Fathers indicate their awareness that a constitutional republic is only as strong as the humans 
who formed it and subsequent willingness to live within its structures of plausibility. If it is based on human willingness 
to obey an external legal code, it will ultimately fail. All utopian visions based on human starting points / assumptions of 
universal equality and pure cooperative willingness end by relying on force to survive. Only starting points based on 
God-enabled internalization of covenantal stipulations are adequate. And sola Scriptura reveals this.
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6.   Sola Scriptura addresses and provides a way out of infantilization and sexualization. Adulthood used to be 
fairly easily distinguishable from childhood, but now they seem to merge together. And it is similar for most categories 
of life. For example, when we first returned some twenty years ago from living in Italy, my wife and I would share 
stories about what it was like living there, in contrast to our American way of life. We had been dismayed at the ways 
many of our acquaintances there "babied" even their adult children. One of Bonnie’s friends, for example, still helped 
dress her 25 year old son every day for university, buttoning his shirt and combing his hair. Now, fast forward to our 
present day life in suburbia and Bonnie discovers one of her friends is all caught up in helping her unmarried 35 year 
old daughter dress for a formal.

Think again back to the time of the Reformation. With the impetus of the printing press in the late Middle Ages, 
Scripture began to replace the local priest’s and bishop’s ‘authority’ in the lives of ordinary believers—even for non-
believers! Bible translations proliferated and Bible studies led by local lay leaders sprang up across Europe, none of 
which were led by or approved by the Church. This had a positive and direct effect on people. The effect was to 
become adult, instead of remaining an infant, always being told by someone else what to believe and do. People 
began to take personal responsibility for their beliefs and actions, not just because someone in authority told them to. 
For example, even in Italy, towns began to elect town councils independent of the Church. As you can imagine, that 
huge loss of control brought tremendous and violent countermeasures.

Of necessity, I've laid out broad generalizations. Not every priest’s authority was mere personal opinion. Some princes 
in Europe were already substituting their own divine right in place of divine authority through the Church. Not everyone 
grew to adulthood. Most want to be coddled. Many “threw out the baby with the bathwater,” rejecting the Bible and 
Christianity altogether and began to see themselves as ‘autonomous’ from any authority, particularly from God.

Nonetheless, in general, personal responsibility took root. New forms of political life sprouted resulting in creation of 
wealth and independence, scientific discovery, and expansion in almost every area of life. It eventually led to the 
founding of the United States based on the rule of law rather than on human authority, on freedom of conscience, and 
also to the remarkable nineteenth century of ‘progress’.

Simultaneously, the seeds of independence separate from Scripture were sown almost from the very beginning of the 
Reformation. At the beginning of the 17th century, Descartes, and a century later Kant, grappling with how to be 'adult' 
against the constant and ubiquitous imposition of the Church, came down on the side of human autonomy. Today, we 
see that has been turned in upon itself. We have a culture that is characterized by infantilization, sexualization and 
addiction while at the same time is a culture wildly fractured and narrative driven, with increasingly smaller interest 
groups demanding their rights. Everybody wants their rights, but claim no responsibility. The Postmodern landscape is 
beginning to resemble the turf of the Reformers. What can be done?

Conclusion. This paper offers merely initial thoughts; much more thorough consideration and conversation is needed.
The reason Scripture is sola is because only it reveals what we cannot know any other way, and because it is for more 
than mere so-called privatized concerns: the personal, spiritual, or for example, to argue about Church Tradition or 
‘legalism’. Sola scriptura, together with other solas, has given us the founding of our entire country: the constitution 
and institutions, and the freedom to take personal responsibility for what we believe and do, and so on. These 
foundations and institutions mean the law is already ‘on our side’. We have to take responsibility as citizens.

That said, any type of ‘law’, Scripture, and our personal concerns/desire are the furthest things from the minds of most 
Progressives. There really is a culture war going on. So, which are the crucial battles, and how can we constructively 
and safely engage others? Certainly, backing the rule of Law and participating as a good citizen in government of the 
people from local homeowner’s associations, PTA and school boards all the way to the federal level, being a good 
judge and/or government employee, or even being a politician, is an immediate need. 

At the same time, I maintain that of equal and more long-range importance is parenting/raising responsible adults, for 
example: learning to say “no” that leads to freedom of conscience, and training our children how to internalize 
covenantal stipulations in the power of the Spirit to become starting points thinking and living.

For this reason, among others mentioned in this brief paper, pastors have a brilliant opportunity, in this 500th year of 
the birth of the Reformation, to re-introduce these sola-discoveries and their significance. Otherwise, they may be lost 
forever and forgotten like some ancient civilization. If they truly were the great (re)discoveries they are made out to be, 
their ‘re-discovery’ could be the reformation and transformation of our generation.
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